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Precisely spliced foldable led screen

The present invention discloses a precisely spliced foldable LED screen, comprising a screen formed by subscreens arranged vertically and horizontally; a steel cable arranged at the back of the subscreen and formed by long and short steel wires connected in a spacing manner on the vertical direction; and fixing seats arranged at the back of the subscreens and used for containing the connected parts of the long and short steel wires. According to the present invention, the fixing seats are arranged at the back of the subscreen, and the subscreens are connected in series through the connection between the steel cable and the fixing seats, thus realizing connection and fixation between the subscreens. The precisely spliced foldable LED screen enables the subscreens to be installed and replaced more flexibly and conveniently.
The present invention relates to a LED display screen, and in particular, to a precisely spliced foldable LED screen.

BACKGROUND

A display screen is a display tool that displays a certain electronic document onto a screen and then reflects the electronic document to human eyes through a specific transmission device. The display screen usually displays through the control of a semiconductor light emitting element and displays various image information through the on-off of the light emitting element.

SUMMARY

Therefore, how to design a foldable LED screen which is convenient to assemble and disassemble, precisely spliced and has good display effect is a technical problem that needs to be urgently solved in the industry.
side towards the other side, and the adjacent wire crimping buckles may be arranged towards opposite directions.

The top end of the steel cable may be provided with a circular ring; the circular ring may be installed and fixed through a conical nut and a stud; and the conical surface of the conical nut may compress the circular ring.

Compared with the prior art, fixing seats are arranged at the back of the subscreens of the present invention. The subscreens are connected in series through a manner of alternatively splicing fixture blocks of long and short steel wires, so that the fixed subscreens may be folded rationally. A steel cable connecting structure for fixing the subscreens is designed skillfully, which is convenient to install and replace the subscreens. In addition, the side edge of the back of the subscreen is also provided with EVA foam. The EVA foam not only can prevent warping and make the surface of the screen flat, but also does not affect folding, thus effectively improving the visual effect. Furthermore, the four corners of the subscreen are provided with magnets. When multiple subscreens on the vertical and longitudinal directions are spliced, the magnets mutually attract, which may prevent the corners of the subscreens from warping and make the surface of the screen flat.

**DESCRIPTION**

The present invention is further described in details by reference to the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments hereunder, wherein in the drawings:

- Figure 1 is a structural schematic diagram of the back of the present invention;
- Figure 2 is a structural schematic diagram of a steel cable of the present invention;
- Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a partial section of a spliced end of Figure 2;
- Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of opening a fixing seat of the present invention;
- Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of closing the fixing seat of the present invention;
- Figure 6 is a structural schematic diagram of the back of the fixing seat of the present invention;
- Figure 7 is a partial enlarged drawing of a wire crimping buckle structure at position A of Figure 1;
- Figure 8 is a partial enlarged drawing of an EVA foam structure at position B of Figure 1;
- Figure 9 is a partial enlarged drawing of a magnet structure at position B of Figure 1;
- Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of a process of installing a steel cable and a conical nut; and
- Figure 11 is a schematic diagram of installing and compacting the steel cable and the conical nut.

**DRAWINGS**

- [0015] The present invention is further described in details by reference to the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments hereunder, wherein in the drawings:
  - Figure 1 is a structural schematic diagram of the back of the present invention;
  - Figure 2 is a structural schematic diagram of a steel cable of the present invention;
  - Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a partial section of a spliced end of Figure 2;
  - Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of opening a fixing seat of the present invention;
  - Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of closing the fixing seat of the present invention;
  - Figure 6 is a structural schematic diagram of the back of the fixing seat of the present invention;
  - Figure 7 is a partial enlarged drawing of a wire crimping buckle structure at position A of Figure 1;
  - Figure 8 is a partial enlarged drawing of an EVA foam structure at position B of Figure 1;
  - Figure 9 is a partial enlarged drawing of a magnet structure at position B of Figure 1;
  - Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of a process of installing a steel cable and a conical nut; and
  - Figure 11 is a schematic diagram of installing and compacting the steel cable and the conical nut.

**AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1, THE FOLDABLE LED SCREEN PROVIDED BY THE PRESENT INVENTION COMPRISES:**

- A screen 1, a steel rope 2 and fixing seats 3. The screen 1 comprises at least one group of subscreens 11 arranged vertically and a steel rope 2 arranged at the back of the subscreen and used for fixing.
- As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the steel rope 2 is arranged at the back of the subscreen 11, comprising: a long steel wire 21 and a short steel wire 22 which are vertically connected in a spacing manner (i.e. they are spaced apart) and have the same diameter, wherein the two ends of the long steel wire and the short steel wire are respectively provided with a square fixture 23. The square fixture block is of a concave shape; the end of the steel wire is fixed on the bottom at one side of the fixture block; the upper part of the fixture block is provided with a through groove; the steel wire may be matched and clamped into the groove; and the adjacent ends of the long and short steel wires are mutually and alternatively spliced together through the fixture block.
- As shown in Figure 4 to Figure 6, the fixing seat 3 comprises: a base 31, wherein a square concave hole 34 is arranged on the base, one corner of the concave hole is provided with a convex block 35 having an installing hole, the centre at the bottom of the convex hole is provided with a long slot 36, a sliding block 37 is arranged in the sliding slot, and the base is provided with a sliding slot 38 at the two sides of one end of the convex block, wherein one end of the spring is inserted into the installing hole of the convex block 35, and the other side is connected with the cover plate 33 through a screw and the sliding block 37; a fixing slot 39 which may slide along the sliding slot 38 to cover or open the square concave hole; a spring 32 arranged in the square concave hole of the base, wherein the spring is inserted into the installing hole of the convex block 35, and the other side is connected with the convex block 33 through a screw and the sliding block 37; and a fixing lug 311 stretching out from the two ends of the base 31 and provided with a screw hole.

**WHEN IN USE, AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 2 AND FIGURE 3, THE LONG AND SHORT STEEL WIRES IN THE STEEL ROPE 2 ARE ALTERNATIVELY SPLOLED IN SERIES TOGETHER (I.E. SPLOLED OR CONNECTED END-TO-END) THROUGH THE FIXTURE BLOCK 23.** As shown in Figure 4, the cover plate 33 is pushed away to insert the spliced part of the two steel wires into the fixing slot 39 of the fixing seat. When the cover plate 33 is loos-
ened, the cover plate 33 restores to the home (or resting) position along the sliding slot 38 under the effect of a spring force and compresses the spliced part in the fixing slot 39 (as shown in Figure 5), thus fixing the connected steel wires on the back of the subscreens 11 and realizing connection between the subscreens 11. The elastic force arrangement of the fixing seat 3 does not need any tool and screw, and the connected part of the steel wires may be taken out to replace the subscreen by pushing away the cover plate. Because the steel wires have flexibility, the fixed screen may be folded rationally, and the splicing structure of the steel rope also enables the subscreens 11 to be replaced and dismounted more conveniently, so that the screen is more flexible to use.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the screen 1 comprises: two groups of vertically arranged subscreens 11; the horizontal adjacent side of the two subscreens 11 is also provided with a fixing seat 3 the fixing slot 39 of which is arranged horizontally. The spacing of the horizontally adjacent fixing seats 3 on the two subscreens 11 is matched with the length of the short steel wire 22. The horizontally arranged fixing seat 3 can fix the fixture block 23 at the two ends of the short steel wire 22 into the fixing slot 39. At this time, the size of the fixing slot is matched with the fixture block 23. Moreover, the outside of the short steel wire is provided with a bolt slot 391 that can be matched with the short steel wire 22 for insertion; and the horizontal gap between the subscreens 11 is limited by tensioning the two horizontally adjacent subscreens 11 through the short steel wire 22. When in use, the number of the vertical steel rope 2 and the number of the horizontal short steel wire 22 may be set according to the specific weight of the screen. In the embodiment, the back of the subscreens 11 arranged vertically is provided with two vertical steel ropes 2; and the back of the horizontally adjacent subscreens 11 is symmetrically provided with two horizontally arranged short steel wires 22.

For cabling aesthetics and screen connection stability, the back of the screen 1 is provided with a cabling channel 12 matched with the shape of the steel rope 2, and an installing slot 13 matched with the shape of the fixing seat 3, which are as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 7. The inside of the cabling channel 12 is provided with wire crimping buckles 14 stretching out from one side towards the other side, and the adjacent wire crimping buckles 14 are arranged in the cabling channel 12 towards opposite directions. A groove completely matched with the shape of the steel rope 2 is formed by the cabling channel 12 and the fixing slot 39 of the fixing seat 3. During installation, the steel rope 2 which is connected in series is inserted into the groove, and the opening of the fixing slot 39 is sealed by the cover plate 33, thus being capable of completely fixing the steel rope 2 on the back of the screen, so that the structure is reliable and beautiful in moulding.

In one embodiment, as shown in Figure 8, the adjacent sides at the back of the two subscreens 11 are respectively provided with an EVA form 4, wherein the adjacent sides of the two EVA foams 4 are butted against and cover the gap between the two subscreens 11. The EVA foam 4 not only can cover the gap so as to not transmit light, but also does not affect folding, thus effectively improving the visual effect.

As shown in Figure 9, the four corners of the subscreen 11 may be provided with magnets 5. When multiple subscreens 11 on the vertical and longitudinal directions are spliced, the magnets 5 mutually attract, which may prevent the corners of the subscreens 11 from warping and make the surface of the screen flat.

As shown in Figure 10, the top end of the steel cable 2 is provided with a circular ring 24; the circular ring 24 is installed and fixed through a conical nut 6 and a stud 7. A circular nut in the prior art may tightly compresses the circular ring on a fixture; when a stud is not in the centre of the circular ring, the screen may be deformed under the tensile force of the steel rope, which is as shown in Figure 11. In the present invention, the conical surface of the conical nut 6 is adopted to be matched and compressed with the circular ring 24 of the steel rope. When the stud 7 is not in the centre of the circular ring 24, the circular ring 24 may rotate by surrounding the conical surface to change the locating position and ensure that the screen is in a correct installation position.

As shown in Figure 1, plug-in flat cables 8 and welding flat cables 9 used for splicing may further be arranged on the adjacent sides at the back of the subscreens 11, so that the user may flexibly select a connection mode for the flat cables.

The foregoing descriptions are merely embodiments of the present invention, but are not intended to limit the present invention. Any modification, equivalent replacement and improvement figured out within the spirit and principles of the present invention shall all fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A precisely spliced foldable LED screen, comprising:

   a screen (1), formed by at least one group of subscreens (11) arranged vertically;
   a steel cable (2), arranged at the back of the subscreen, comprising: a long steel wire (21) and a short steel wire (22) which are vertically connected in a spacing manner and have the same diameter, wherein the two ends of the long steel wire and the short steel wire are respectively provided with a square fixture block (23); the square fixture block is of a concave shape; the end of the steel wire is fixed on the bottom at one side of the fixture block; the upper part of the fixture block is provided with a through groove; the steel wire may be matched and clamped into the groove; the adjacent ends of
the long and short steel wires are mutually and alternatively spliced together through the fixture block; and fixing seats (3), wherein the fixing seat comprises: a base (31), wherein a square concave hole (34) is arranged on the base, one corner of the concave hole is provided with a convex block (35) having an installing hole, the centre at the bottom of the concave hole is provided with a long slot (36), a sliding block (37) is arranged in the sliding slot, and the base is provided with a sliding slot (38) at the two sides of one end of the concave hole; a cover plate (33) which may slide along the sliding slot to cover or open the square concave hole; a spring (32) arranged in the square concave hole of the base, wherein one end of the spring is inserted into the installing hole of the convex block (35), and the other side is connected with the cover plate (33) through a screw and the sliding block (37); a fixing slot (39) arranged at one side of the base and vertical to the sliding direction of the cover plate (33), wherein two slot openings (391) matched with the long and short steel wires are respectively extended out from the two ends of the hole of the fixing slot; and a fixing lug (311) stretching out from the two ends of the base and provided with a screw hole; the fixing seat (3) is arranged on the upper and lower ends of the back of the subscreen, and the fixing slot (39) of the fixing seat is vertically arranged; the spacing between the upper and lower fixing seats is matched with the length of the long steel wire; the spacing between two vertically adjacent fixing seats on two subscreens (11) are matched with the length of the short steel wire; the fixture block at the connected part of the long and short steel wires is clamped into the fixing slot (39) and the steel wires stretch out from the slot opening (391).

2. The foldable LED screen according to claim 1, wherein the screen (1) comprises multiple groups of subscreens (11) arranged vertically; the horizontally adjacent sides of each subscreen are also provided with the fixing seat (3) on which the fixing slot (39) is arranged horizontally; the spacing between the horizontally adjacent fixing seats on two subscreens is matched with the length of the short steel wire; and the square fixture block (23) of the short steel wire is matched and clamped into the fixing slot (39).

3. The foldable LED screen according to claim 2, wherein the four corners of the subscreen are respectively provided with magnets.

4. The foldable LED screen according to claim 1, wherein plug-in flat cables capable of matching for splicing are arranged on the adjacent sides at the back of the subscreens; moreover, welding flat cables are also arranged on the adjacent sides at the back of the subscreens.

5. The foldable LED screen according to claim 2, wherein plug-in flat cables capable of matching for splicing are arranged on the adjacent sides at the back of the subscreens; moreover, welding flat cables are also arranged on the adjacent sides at the back of the subscreens.

6. The foldable LED screen according to claim 2, wherein the adjacent sides at the back of the two subscreens are respectively provided with an EVA form, wherein the adjacent sides of the two EVA foams are butted against and cover the gap between the two subscreens.

7. The foldable LED screen according to claim 2, wherein the back of the screen (1) is provided with a cabling channel (12) matched with the shape of the steel cable (2), and an installing slot (13) matched with the shape of the fixing seat (3).

8. The foldable LED screen according to claim 6, wherein the inside of the cabling channel (12) is provided with wire crimping buckles (14) stretching out from one side towards the other side, and the adjacent wire crimping buckles are arranged towards opposite directions.

9. The foldable LED screen according to claim 1, wherein the top end of the steel cable is provided with a circular ring (24); the circular ring is installed and fixed through a conical nut (6) and a stud (7); and the conical surface of the conical nut compresses the circular ring.
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